NEW DEVELOPMENTS ON THE p-WILLMORE ENERGY OF SURFACES
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Abstract. The p-Willmore energy $W^p$, which extends the venerable Willmore energy by accommodating different powers of the mean curvature in its integrand, is a relevant geometric functional that bears both similarities and differences to its namesake. To elucidate this, some recent results in this area are surveyed. In particular, the first and second variations of $W^p$ are given, and a flux formula is presented which reveals a connection between its critical points and the minimal surfaces. Finally, a model for the p-Willmore flow of graphs is presented, and this connection is visualized through computer implementation.
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1. Introduction

An important conformal invariant of immersed surfaces in $\mathbb{R}^3$ is known as the Willmore energy

$$W^2(\Sigma) = \int_\Sigma H^2 \, dS$$

which measures the failure of the surface $\Sigma$ to be totally umbilic. Besides being the object of much mathematical study in recent decades (e.g. [3, 8, 11, 17, 18] and references), the Willmore energy has also demonstrated its utility in fields such as biology and biophysics, where adaptations like the Helfrich model for biomembranes have proven to be highly accurate models of observable behavior [9]. Due to this mathematical and physical relevance, it is reasonable to consider an